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Committee Proposes Image Change
By Jose Rodriguez

The search for a new name
for FTU has been set aside in
favor of a different approach to
correct the misnomer associated
with a "technological"
univ'ersity.
A special committee on the ·
name change reported to
President Charles N. Millican
Tuesday that surveys and
opm10n polls indicate the
university community's desire to
keep the present name.
Dr. W. W. Young, chairman
of the special committee on the
name change, began his opening
remarks by saying the
committee's findings had been
objective and unbiased .

BOR meeting. The change was
YOUNG also said there was
defeated by a vote of five to
no administration directive to
four.
arrive at any specific
During the discussion of the
recommendation. "We have
motion, Dr. Charles N. Micarelli,
found general acceptance of the
dean of the College of
na!Ile (FTU)," Young said.
After these findings were · Humanities and Fine .Arts, said,
the present name does do some
reported, Milican entertained a
harm .to those colleges not
motion to officially retain the
associated with technology. The
present name until such time as
harm is linked to the lack of
the State University System
rec9gnition given to liberal arts
decides to implement a uniform
sector because of the name, he
naming system.
added.
Millican said after the
Dr. Beranrd Kissel, dean of
meeting, "We, as a university,
the College of Social Sciences,
can not pressure the Board of
Regents for a change."
t h a t
' ' c a u t i o n e d· ' '
MILLICAN added that an
"misinformation and lack of
attempt was made to change the
knbwledge in the community
names of the new universities to
exists about the university."
a uniform system at a recent
There. is "a need to get out and

do a selling job," Kissel
continued.
A STUDENT referrendum on
the name changes showed 72 per
cent of 717 . students voting
favored keeping the present
name
Faculty Senate Chairman, K.
Phillip Taylor, said the majority
of the faculty polled favored

keeping the present name.
Dorris Scott, chairman of the
Staff Council, reported an
overwhelming number of staff
members replied favorably
toward keeping the present
name in questionaires qn the
name change.
MEMBERS of the special
committee applauded Millican
for allowing all different sectors
of FTU to have a voice in the
formulation of policy. Recommendations were made
to improve FTU's image by
providing more information on
the purposes of the university.
Millican said any suggestions
as to how to improve FTU's
image outside the university
would be welcomed.
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SG Seats Filled ;
Turnout Small
By Steve Paulson

s·tudent Government will hold
a runoff election Monday to
decide five races for the Student
Senate which ended in ties last
week.
Elections Commissioner
Thom costa said four of the
races were tied by write-in votes.
Before the special election,
Costa will make an eligibility
check to determine which
write-in candidates will be on
the ballot.
In order to qualify, the
student must be in the class and
college for which he is a
candidate. He must not be on
academic probation.
In a referendum held in
conjunction with Senate
elections, three quarters of the
voting student· body last week
favored keeping the name
Florid a Te c hn o logical
University.
Of 717 persons voting on the
resolution, 518 voted yes, 176
voted no and 23 had no opinion.
Those voting no were asked to
submit their own suggestions
provided they meet the
following criteria: any name
must contain "Florida;" there
are legal problems concerning
variations of Central Florida;
and the name must not be

confused with the University of
Florida or Florida State
. University. Suggested names
have not been released by the
Student Government.
In another referendum for
transportation, over one third of
the voters said they would use a
bus if it made more frequent
runs to FTU. Half said they
would not use the service and 12
per cent said they had no
opinion.
A total of 753 students voted
in this year's election, 13.7 per
cent of eligible voters. This· was
an increase of .6 per cent over
last year but "far below," according to Costa, the expected
number of voters.
The election Monday will
include runoffs for Senate seats
in the College of Social Sciences.
Sophomore class, the College of
Natural Sciences, senior class,
the College of Humanities and
Fine Arts, junior class, the
College of Education, graduate
class, and. the College of General
Studies, senior class.
The number of seats for each
class was proportioned according
to the number of students
enrolled in the class. For each
250 students, one seat on the
Student Senate is allocated.
(Continued on Page 2)

SG ELECTION RUNOFFS are scheduled
for Monday, Oct. 29. Aboye, Sue Martin and
Tom Garreau look on as Mary Anne Rudloff

votes in the Oct. 25 - 26 election .. (Photo by
Alan Geeslin)

Extra Curricular Activities Day
Attracts High School Seniors
By He.a ther Henry

More than 900 high school
seniors representing 14 ar.ea
schools added to the crowds on
FTU's sidewalks last Wednesday,
Oct. 1 7, when they participated
- in ECA (extra curricular

DR. THOMAS MORGAN
demonstrates to gifted
I· students from
Seminole
County
Schools
the
use of
1
the control panel in an audio
production booth.
Approximately 150
elementary school students
have toured FTU's
broadcasting facilities to see
what goes on inside radio
and television studios.
Videotapes were made of the
visitors as part of the tour.
. The children, in grades three
to five, came from various
areas to learn about the
training received by students
going into braodcasting. See
story in Nov. 2 issue. (Photo
by Ed Bm:ton)

activities) Day.
1
club members spoke with
There were 945 seniors
clifferent people in several dozen
registered, said Dr. C. Bill
countries around the world.
University Television had free
Brown, assistant vice president
cokes and doughnuts for all who
for student affairs. Brown
estimated there may have been
stopped in. Students, once
over 1,300 senior5 on campus
shown how to operate the
that day, adjusting figures for
audio-visual equipment, actually
those who did not register.
did the broadcasting themselves.
Edgewater and Winter Park
Monitors were in the Library
high schools, had the highest
lobby, in front of the snackbar,
number of students attending
by the Administration Building
the event, each having more than.
and near the Science
120 students participating.
Alditorium.
MORE THAN 50 student .
LAMBDA Alpha Epsilon, the
organizations participated in
criminal justice fraternity of
displays along the sidewalks
FTU, had an Orange County
between the Kiosk and t~e
sheriff's patrol car donated by
Village Center (VC). FTU Chess
Orange County Sheriff Mel
Club had a display of equipment
Colman.
and a simultaneous tournament
The VC, which coordinated
for all comers. The Physics
activities for the day, sponsored
Society ·showed students a geiger
a band, "Alias Foxx" from
counter, a voice graph and an
Orlando, which played on the
o cilloscope and the various
Village Green. Aping-pong table
atheltic teams on campus had
was also set up by the VC to
displays of sporting equipment.
promote the upcoming table
WB4 TCW, otherwise known
tennis tournament .
as the FTU Amateur Radio
Academic open house was the
Club, set up their equipment on
order of the day and seniors
the VC patio and demonstrated
visited classes in regular session
the use of the two way
in addition to talking with
telephone and telephone patch
department and college heads. ·
when .they made a call to
DR. W. Rex Brown, vice
Bogota, Colombia, for an FTU
president for student affairs, said
transfer student to speak with
turnout was more than
his parents. During the day the
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Black Community Pl-ogram Lacks Response
FTU organizations attempted
to acquaint the Orlando black
eommunity with the educational
opportunities available at FTU
last Sunday, but poor
attendance cut the program's
effectiveness.
Representatives from Student
Government (SG ), faculty and
staff were there. in addition to
the FTU Jazz B~d and a local
group, the Society Band.

The SG initiated program is
aimed at getting a larger black
enrollment at FTU by going
directly into the black
community and showing many
educational opportunities to the
people. FTU's current black
enrollment is less than one per
cent compared to 25 per cent
and 35 per cent for other
-institutions in the state.
The program drew only a

handful of blacks who were
interested in continuing their
education at FTU. The rest of
the audience, approximately 20
people, was made up of SG
members and FTU students and
f acuity concerned with the
project.
"I just ·can't understand it,"
said SG president Lee
Constantine, "We advertised on
the radio and put posters up in

Humanities and Fine Arts;
Engineering, Natural Science and
Business Administration were
there to answer any questions
the prospective students might
have.
Short informative speeches
were given by representatives
from admissions, veterans
administration, financial aid and
FTU Co-Op before a general
question and answer session
began.

the local stores. There really
wasn't much more we could
have done. Maybe everyone was
at home · watching the World
Series."
According to Constantine the
program, fii'St of its kind to be
held in Washington Shores, met
with great approval from the
faculty
and
staff_.
Representatives from Air Force
ROTC and the Colleges of
Education, Social Science,

Ward Interns In Washington
PRE-LAW major Ginny Ward
became the first FTU student to
intern at the federal government
level this summer when she
joined Congressman Lou Frey's
staff for college credit.
According to Dr. William
Young, chairman of the political
science department, FTU usually
averages about six to seven
interns per quarter at state and
local levels.Miss Ward, president of the
College Republicans, had
worked with Congressman Frey
on several occasions and
communicated with his office
through the campus club of
College Republicans.
MISS WARD .met many ·
prominent congressmen,
senators and dignitaries.
Miss Ward's job started June
20 and her work day began at 9
a.m. Although a regular day was
scheduled until 5 p.m., it was
not uncommon for her to work
as late as 7:30 p.m. when
Congress was in session, she said.
The intern's role in
Washington was widespread and
flexible to be able to make
the most out of the time spent
there.

MISS WARD'S jobs included
being a receptionist , file clerk
and assistant, giving personal
Capitol Hill tours to Florida
constituents who would visit
Congressman Frey's office
researching various topics in the
Congressional Library and
handing news releases.
The entire day was not
always for working at the office.
Interns were able to attend
lectures and seminars held. The
lectures and seminars were quite
different when the instructors
were Senators Goldwater,
Humphrey, Kennedy · and
McGovern.
''Sessions were fairly
informal," said Miss Ward, "with
a . lengthy question and answer
oeriod devoted to the interns.
SOCIAL life for the interns
was most adequate because of
receptions at the White House
honoring foreign diplomats.
The Nationalist Chinese
Embassy ·hosted a reception for
all the young interns, which Miss
Ward attended.
The rest of her time with the
interns was devoted to
committee meetings, House and
Senate meetings and the

Watergate heari.ngs.
AFTER her summer in
Washington, Miss Ward returned
Aug. 24 and worked in
Congressman Frey's district
office in Orlando until Sept. 7.
"I thoroughly enjoyed
working with Congressman Frey
and his staff. He is so very warm
hearted and takes a genuine
interest ·in everyone," said Miss
Ward.

ECA Day
(Cofltinued from Page 1.)

expected, adding, "we are very
happy over the resu,lts and hope
the seniors who visited enjoyed
themselves as much as we did."
Jimmie A.
Ferrell,
coordinator for student
organizations, said, "The
university owes a great deal of
thanks to the Orange County
school officials. The high school
principals have been 100 per
cent cooperative."
Another ECA day for high
school seniors is planned for
next year but as of yet plans
have riot been drawn up.

SG Elections (From Page 1)
The winners are:
College of Social
Sciences
Freshman Class: Carol Rudy,
Wood Wilson
Sophomore Class: runoff
between Dana M. Davis and Bill
Kekalos
Junior Class: Larry Cook, Jim
Davis.
Senior Class: Dawn Colborn,
Bill Powers
Graduate Class: Woody
Storey
College of Business
Administration
Freshman Class: Gene Eaciet,
Rick Walker
Sophomore Class: Mary Ann
Vickers
Junior Class: Tim Carroll
Senior Class: Jack Sirianni
College of Natural
Science
Freshman Class: John Kelley,
Krist.a Storey
Sophomore Class: Michael J.
Tortorella
Junior Class: Iva L. Bridwell
Senior Class: Mike Tarter,
Shirley Body, runoff election
College of Humanities and
Fine Arts
Freshman Class: Nancy
Bevedum
Sophomore Class: Christine
Hufnagel
Junior Class: Steve Matz,
Terry Crisp, runoff election
Senior Class:· Allen Grower

Sophomore Class: Henry B.
Willes
Junior Class: Barry Lubin
Senior Class: Wendell ·
I..uncefore Jr.
Graduate Class: W. A.
Rownacki
College of Education
Freshman Class: Barbara
Hansen
Sophomore Class: Terri Moll
Junior Class: William R.
Cavins, Steve Ware
Senior Class: Kathie Marshall,

Pat Hightower
Graduate Class: James Smith,
Patrick H. Kelly, William A.
Smith in a runoff.
College of General Studies
Freshman Class: Karen
Caldwell, Brian Harris
Sophomore Class: Gary -J.
Boynton
Junior Class: Frederick
Casler Se.nior Class: Frank
Rourke, Sam Hopkins IV, Fred
Bass, and Bruce Newell in a
runoff election

The Air Force ROfC
College Program has 3
things to offer that other
.C"llege programs don't.

GINNY WARD gets last minute briefing from
Dr. William Young before leaving for Washington.
(Photo by Jon Findell)

FALL CLEARANCE
GOODYEAR
5 = 650-13
6=825-15
3 = 600-13
25 = 600-13
4 = 650-15
15 = 560-15
28 = 560-15
3 = 645-14
2 = 645-14
1=695-14
7 = 695.14

=
=

$ 16.50

21.85
14.40
15.50
16.50
17.50
19.50
21.95
23.95
23.95
25.95

=

=
=
=

=
=

=
=

=

CONTINENTAl
2 = 155 SR 13
2 = 165 SR 13
4 = 1.65 SR 14
8=155SR15

RADIAL
RADIAL
RADIAL
RADIAL

=

BLTL
BLTL
BLTL
BLTL

=

23.49
25.55
26.33
24.95

=
=
=
=

22.79
26.80
28.47
29.97
30.24

=

LEE
4 = A70-13
4 = E70-14
4 = F70-14
2=G70-14
4 = G70-15

I. 6,500 scholarships.
2. s100 monthly allowance.
3. Free flying lessons.
Enroll in Air Force ROTC.

GT300
GT300
GT300
GT300
GT300

SPT
SPT
SPT
SPT
SPT

RWL
RWL
RWL
RWL
RWL

.ALL TIRES PLUS F.E.T.

FREE MOUNTING
MASTER CHARGE - BANKAMERICARD - TENNECO CREDIT

FLORIDA TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY

lUJ ~ AUTO PARTS

Con tact Major Bennette E. Whisenant
At Suite 350 Adm. Bldg. 275-2264

11815 E. Colonial Dr. Orlando

College of Engineering
Freshman Class: Dean Brantly

AWIV TLNYNW
AWIV TLNYNW
MARATHON BL TL
MARATHON NW TL
MARATHON NWTL
MARATHON BL TL
MARATHON NW TL
POWER CUSHION BL .
POWER CUSHION NW
POWER CUSHION BL
. POWER CUSHION NW

Comer of Alafaya and SR50 277-7420

Find Yourself A Future In Air Force ROTC.
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Engineer Appointed
HF A Building Boss
A contract manager with the
authority to coordinate
construction on the Humanities
and Fine Arts Building has been
chosen by Paras hsociates of
Tampa, the architectural firm
handling the project.

With the completion date
already set back by five months,
the project has been delayed by
the experimental system of nine
subcontractors, each with
separate contracts, and no one
central figure to coordinate
construction, said Fred Clayton,
Physical Planning director.
Paras Associates would not
release the coordinator's name
but a spokesman indicated that
final preparations were being
made and the identity would be
released sometime this week.
·

•

•

..

.,.

The original completion date
was set for April, 1974, but
Clayton said the earliest date the
building can be completed is
September.
"NOBODY can put the
construction back on schedule,"
Clayton said.
The delay will probably run
up the cost on the $3.1 million
construction job, Clayton said,
"But, there is no way to
determine this amount now."
The most expensive loss is the
use of the building, Clayton said,
because the · university needed
the building this year.
THI·S experimental
construction was a "trial
balloon" tried by the DGS. The·
Humanities and Fine Arts
Building is the first job in the
state to use this type of
individual subcontracting~

JOHN PEARSON, project
manager for the construction
supervision section with the
Department of General Services
(DGS), said the man chosen is an
engineer with 20 to 30 years
experience.

FTU is the guinea pig for the
state . with this building, Clayton
said.

Pearson said the manager ·will
be the central figure with
authority to direct the
subcontractors to perform
within their construction
contracts.

Clayton also said he doubts
the system, unless altered, will
be used again because it
prolonged construction and is
too expensive.

Walking Cadaver
Intrigues Crowd
The death ·spectre walked
through the audience of the
rock'nroll band outside the
Village Center. A brown-haired
girl's voice was drowned out by
an Allman Brothers' song, but
her lips could 't>~ read without
mistake, "What is it?" she asked
her friend.
Both girls just shook their
heads. They weren't sure.
No one in the ECA day crowd
could be sure why the figure
dressed in white-face, a hooded
black robe with a chain around
his waist-was stalking through
the mob, nodding at anyone
who caught his eye.
Heads turned when the
specter walked by, some persons
laughed, some just looked
bewil~ered.

One girl walked by and patted
the figure on the shoulder.
Maybe she understood and felt
sorry for him. More than one
person avoided meeting him on
the sidewalk, wanting
what-ever-it-was to "stay away
from me."
The death figure was even

asked by one male student if he
were a member of the Ku Klux
Klan. Death just looked him in
the eye, then turned and went
into the men's room.
This Shakespearan "mortal
coil" was in flesh and blood and
breath, an actor with FTU's
Theatre Department distributing
a scheduled of this year's stage
productions.
Richard Goodwin, Oviedo
junior, was dressed in the
costume he used when he played
the part of Death in the 1971
Theatre's production of "Legacy
of Cain."
Goodwin explained his
movement through the crowd.
"I simply give a person a nod
and if they st.o p me I give theni
the schedule," he said.
The walking · cadaver won
reaction from almost everyone
at the carnival, but Goodwin
said he could not get any
response from the chess club
booth, where several matches
were in play, although he passed
by seven or eight times.

THE PEOPLE'S CULTURAL ACTION
ORGANIZATION from South ·America
recently toured FTU. From left to right are

Colombian Group Tours FTU
By Heather Henry
The People's Cultural Action
0 r g a nization (ACPO) of
Colombia, South America,
visited FTU campus Friday, Oct.
19, on their next to last stop of
a five university tour of Florida.
The group first visited the
Engineering Building TV
classroom, where classes are
-.
Y.

,

"DEATH"
0 n e student probably
summed the reactions for quite a
few · people, when the Corpse
walked by, the student looked.
him up and down, shook his
head, smiled and said, "That's
pretty weird, man."

taped and sent to the resident
centers. They were most
interested in the Sony portable
video tape machine shown to
them by Dr. David Hernandez
coordinator for the FTU visit. '
The next stop on the tour
was a seminar with Dr. Robert
D. Kersten, dean of the College
of Engineering, and Dr. Waldron
M. McLellan, professor of civil
engineering, where they
·discussed elementary
environmental control data.
MONSEIGNEUR Jose
Joaquin Salcedo, director and
founder of ACPO, said the main
~ concept of the organization is to
create an awareness· of
community problems in the
minds of rural Colombians. He
said he thinks it is hard to come
to such a university in an
advanced society with such
elementary problems, but in
Colombia one must start with
basics.
The group of Colombians
consisted of Marta Restrepe,
Nohor Gutierrez, Dr. Hernando
Bernal, Mario Martinez and
Salcedo. They proceeded to the
Ramada Inn East for a luncheon
with Dr. C. B. Gambrell, vice
president for academic affairs.
Others at the luncheon were Dr.
Anthony Cervone, acting as
intrepreter, Dr. Armando Payas,
Dr. David L. 1 Block and
Hernandez.
At the luncheon Salcedo and
his group said ACPO has a staff
of ·more than 900 persons,
25~,000 students, and a listening

CONSTANTINE
ANSWERED questions raised by
Dean of Women Carol P. Wilson
with regard to the presentation
and accuracy of the pamphlet by
sayfog that it is a "well written
and precise account" of factual
information.
The pamphlet is partially
based on a similar publication
from the University of South
Florida. Authorization in writing
to use or reprint any part of the
USF pamphlet was obtained by
Constantine.
Constantine said that beside
effectiveness of birth control
methods, the pamphlet provides
information on venereal disease
and the laws on abortion.
DEAN WILSON felt the
pamphlet ' 1acked accuracy,

professional wording and was in
poor taste. According to
Constantine, the doctors and the
clinic consulted verified the
accuracy of the information.
As t o t h e r e fer enc e
concerning professional wording
and good taste, Constantine said,
"Dean Wilson's comments are
based on personal opinion as to
professional writing and good
taste."
A MEMORANDUM from
Dean Wilson to Constantine
recommends the pamphlet be
rewritten because its basic
underlying assun;iption is that
sexual intercourse is a common
part of every college students'
everyday life.

audience of more than nine
million.
ACPO BROADCASTS to
farmers in rural Colombia
beginning at 4 a.m. Classes start
at 5: 30 a.m., 3 p.m. and 6 p.m.
Each class is -repeated twice
during the day on regular AM
waves and six times per day on
shortwaves. The program for the
entire week is rebroadcast on
Saturdays. Every year each
student is tested to show his
progress.
After the luncheon the group
went to a teaching session where
Hernandez and Bernal gave a
demonstration of how to find
amoebas through a microscope,
which was video taped by the
Colombians.
Two sections of Payas's
Spanish literature classes hears
Salcedo talk about the problems
.ACPO faces in Colombia. ·
THE GROUP also toured
FTU's broadcast facilities,
university television and WFTU
radio, and met with Dick
Cornell, director of instructional
media.
A last stop of the tour of
FTU was a meeting with
Gambrell, in which the group
gave f~rewell speeches.
Gambrell, acting in place of
President Charles N. Millican,
· presented Salcedo with a tie
clasp with the FTU seal and a
university pennant.
The tour visited Walt Disney
World and Kennedy Space
Center last weekend before
touring the University of South
Florida in Tampa.

RHA Picks Judicial Board;
Elects Exec Council

SG Refutes Pamphlet Critics
· By Jose Rodriguez
According t.o 3tudent
Government President, Lee
Constantine, the proposed birth
control pamphlet is "accurate
and in the final stages of editing
and not being rewritten."
·Constantine said, "Four
gynecologists, an abortion clinic
and two general practitioners
checked the proposed pamphlet
for accuracy."
"The story in the P.aper last
week was very negative and
misleading about the pamphlet,"
said Constantine, "but Dr.
Stoner saw no objections to the
pamphlet (:pr. Edward W. Stoner
is the director of FTU's Student
Health Center}. In fact. he was
quite f&,vora~le. tq-.t.h.e. !4ea. 11n~.
~ooperative with the pamphlet."

Dr. HemandQ 'B ernal, Nohor Gutierrez,
Msgr. Jose Joaquin, and Mario Martinez. Not
shown is Marta Restrepo. (Photo by Deeb)

The executive board of the
Residents' Housing h>sociation
(RHA) sunday appointed eight
students to the RHA. Judicial
Board for one year terms.
The judicial board is
responsible for offering
recommendations to the ·
appropriate dean when a
resident student is charged with
a violation.
Newly appointed members
are chairman Bruce Newell,
Chuck Crinnian, Dave
McKissick, Randy Garrett, Ruth
Lippincott, Rhonda Hunter,
Virginia Brewster, and Dorothy
Quincy and alternate Steve
Hartman.
When a student elects to have
his case appear before the
judicial board, the appropriate
dean makes the decision after
reviewing the board's
recommendation. The student
can appeal.
· · ·If the student chooses an

administrative hearing, all right
of appeal is forfeited and the
decision regarding the student's
inn.ocence and possible
punishment rests solely with the
dean.
This year is the first in which
the RHA Judicial Board is in
operation. Previously the judicial
board was composed of male
and fem ale divisions.

***

Five new members were
elected this week to positions on
the Resident's Housing
Association executive council.
Kathy Donaldson was elected
vice president, and Dwight
Taylor was elected chairman of
the constitutional committee.
Jesse McLeod will be working
with the social committee and
Dean Brantly is assigned looking
into possibilities for an ice
machine in the girls' dorms.
Vi ck i Blanchfield was also
elected in the council.
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EDITORIAL

\\TAPEWORMS!''

Campus Media
Needs Recognition
THE FOLLOWING is the content of a memorandum to
Student Government President Lee Constantine:
The FuTUre received a copy of your memorandum to
university President Charles N. Millican abou.t the name change.
In it you provide a brief background on the circumstances
which lead to your specific name change recommendations on
behalf of the students.
THE DETAILS on the student referendum on the name
change were unfair regarding coverage by the t:=uTUre
We believe ample prior c9verage was given. Two weeks prior to
the elections and referendum, we began to print articles
concerning the candidacy deadlines for student elections (see Oct.
5, 1973 issue p.5).
·
The following week (one we~k prior to the election), we again
printed a story on the elections including all the names of the
candidates for office (see Oct. 12, 1973 issue p.2).
HOWEVER, THE part of the Student Government
memorandum which is inaccurate reads as follows:
"... it is i~teresting to note that the campus
newspaper, the media of the university, did not
even mention one word concerning voting in their
election day issue."
We feel that an oversight may have occurred. However,
publication of articles prior to the election along with advertising
made the student body aware and informed of the upcom.ing
elections.
.
. i
We would like to correct the assumption that the FuTUre 1s .
the sole medium on campus for the dissemination of news.
WE RECOGNIZE the fact that presently WFTU radio and
FTU "Prospectus" television news reach only a limited audience.
They also are part of the campus media and should be given their
deserved recognition.
These two media show great. future growth potential and
should not be taken lightly. We would caution any future blanket
statment referring to any of news medium as the sole spoke
"spokesman" for the university.
The FuTUre recommends on behalf of all the media that there
. be no attempt by Student Government to manage or withhold
information.
WE CAN All better serve the student body by promoting an
atmosphere of friendship and cooperation NOT intimidation. It is
evident that news priorities are viewe~ differently by different
individuals.
Copies of the memorandum are being sent to President
Millican, WFTU radio and "Prospectus" News.

By William Lee Hidden
The Administration of FTU likes to view the 1,miversity's
increasing student enrollment as a sign of its overall fantastic job.
If that were true. any thought of a name change_would be absurd.
-· Some members of the faculty feel the current name should
have no adverse affect on enrollment if a good recruitment
program is initiated. The current recruitment program does
nothing to enhance student interest. .
.
The recruiters, ·are unaware of what students look for m a
university today and merely hand out folders. If they would
initiate more ·involved recruitment, reminding students that FI'U
is more than an engineering college, more interest beyond the
Orlando area would become apparent.
The administration can not continue to hire faculty members
who show favoritism in grading if it expects to gain any
reputation. One such professor is no longer here and, from talking
with other students and drawing from my own experience, there
are still two more to go.
The faculty and administration have shown their complete lack
of concern for student interests on various occasions. The name
change itself, when it first began, was a perfect example ~f .the
administration failing to consider stud~nt AND faculty opm1on.
When the ten year halt on dorm building is lifted, I hope this
administration wastes no time in building more resident facilities.
Unless, of course, the _administration prefers an apathetic and
docile student body.
The student newspaper, possessing the ability to draw student
.
interest, is failing to do so, I am sorry to say. .
On a majority of university campuses, the newspaper is the
rallying flag for the students, from which they draw not only
general news but information on the bunders which surround
them.
While there is no event to draw student interest, the Future has
the stigma of being a major part of FTU's public relations.
.
Getting back to the name change, it has been great for drawmg
interest. The paper's failure has been in not involving itself in this
and other activities. If it would get behind an issue and let out a
small roar of support or opposition, the FuTUre could be a trend
setter in drawing student response.
"What is lacking at FTU is a tradition behind it," said Dr. W.
Timothy Austin, professor of sociology. "With time and a
diffusion of information at this university, this current
atmosphere may disappear," he added.
Certainly with time this campus will change its personality. But
this factor will be much too long for those of us who now feel the
colq, cold cruelty of FTU. (Good Old Feculent U! ! !)

Mi1<e11

Hal\13

LETTERS
Dorm Coeds
Beware!

Editor:
Last Saturday, at
approximately 11 a.m., an
intelligent young lady living in
the dorms opened her door and
found herself looking at a six-foot
stranger supposedly selling
magazines.
After she refused to allow
him to talk his way into her
room, she closed and locked the
· door. She called and reported
the incident to the campus
police. Officer Jordan arrived
within two minutes and picked
·the man up in the dorm.
The amazing part of this
story is he hid b.een in several of
the gills' room and had even sold
a subscription.
The only problem was that he
did not have any authorization
to do- any kind of selling on
campus.
·Rape is a problem at Florida
State • .the University Of Florida,
the University of South Florida,
etc... must we have this at FTU
too!
Damn it, women! I'm talking
to YOU. Must we ·have a rape
here so you look before you
open the door? Ask who it is
before you tum the lock.
Elmer Seifert, President Residence Hall Association

Energy Crisis
Light Brought
Editor:
Many articles have appeared in
-all of the college newspapers in
the last few years which have
presented concepts concerning
man's beneficial relationship to
his environment.
There is no question that many
of the developmental activities
in which man has been engaged
need improvement. However,
without realistic balance of
restraints, our country and its
people face destruction in the
near future.
Today, our country faces the
greatest crisis in its history. Few
people appear to have a realistic
appreciation of the situation
that exists. Even federal
legislators, by their actions, have

demonstrated a lack of
comprehension. They are not
alone in this regard, for few of
the people on the college scene
have any better understanding.
This is unfortunate because it is
on the college and university
campuses that the sentiments of
our people are molded and the
greatest store of information is
to be found.
Our organization, which
represents a small group of
professional people here in
California, has prepared a
newsletter for distribution to the
college and university campuses
in the far west. The information
which is contained in the
newsletter is timely and of the
utmost importance. It answers
Illany questions which must be
answered at this time both with
respect to the enigma of the
energency crisis and the
geopolitics of the United States
over the last quarter century.
The question posed is th~
most important of our time.
James B. Anderson
Executive Director
.
California Professional Society
P. 0. Box 13296
Sacramento, Calif., 95814

WB4TCW
FTU Radio
Editor:
There was no mention of it in
the ECA day article. No pictutes
were printed of it. So most
students were probably unaware
that FTU's "other" radio
station, WB4 TCW, was operated
on the FTU Amateur Radio
Club from the Village Center
during ECA day from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m., which is more than can
be said for most of the other
organizations that threw in the
towel when it rained around 2
p.m. and did not come back.
About the rain: we located
our equipment on the sidewalk
in the VC just in case, and we
were glad we did. The next time
. any such activity is planned, it
would be a good idea to utilize
more of . the sidewaik area

Corruption , the most infallible symptom of constitutional liberty.

(Continued on Page 6)
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Juge Returns Home

Computer

After BOR Stint

Proposal

Dr. F. E. Juge returned to
FTU this year after serving two
years with the Board of Regents
in Tallahassee.
Juge was on
leave from FTU, acting as the
university's first representative
to Tallahassee. Juge has been an
original staff member at FTU
since 1968.
Juge served in many positions
during his two years in
Tallahassee. He was director of
science and engineering,
·handling new programs in this
field. He also evaluated existing
programs and acted as chairman
of the Council of Engineering
Deans. Juge had a seat on the
Ins' tructional Technology
System Committee and became
a registered legislative lobbyist.
The staff system at
Tallahassee is similar to FTU's
with Dr. Robert Mautz heading
the staff as chancellor. Juge
worked under Vice Chancellor
Allen Tucker.
Juge said all in all it was an
eye-opening experience. He

Rejected

•

•

Documentation of Phases 1
and 2 of computerization plans
for the financial aid office was
rejected at a Gainesville meeting
because of incompletion.
However, FTU comptroller
Joseph Gomez has appointed a
subcommittee which has met
and revised the original plans.
According to Gomez, the
plans were rejected because they
lacked enough background
information showing need for
computerization. Also the plans
required objectives and features
of the system and additional
clarification of wording.
One source said regulations
set by the Board of Regents had
been ignored in the
documentation.
Another meeting will be held
here in November to seek
approval of the documentation.
When asked how the rejection
affects the July 1, 1974
deadline, Gomez Said it is "not
really that bad o~ a setback
because we got right on it."
Previously Gomez had
revealed current priorities may
make completion before the
deadline impossible.
Speaking of the
subcommittee's revision, Gomez
added, "We've done exactly
what the committee wants."
Phase 1 involves financial aid
application, evaluation and
awarding processes. Phase 2
includes accounting for custodial
and regular scholarships, grants
and aids..

DR. F.E. JUGE

ACM Meeting Set
FTU's local chapter of the
.Association for Computing
Machinery (ACM) will have its
first general meeting of the year
Thursday in the Science
Auditorium. A social from 10
a.m. to 10: 30 a.m. will be·
followed by a business meeting
from 10:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
All members and prospective
members are invited.
Bill Branch, assistant director
of FTU computer services, will
speak on the services provided
by the computer cente.r A tour
of the center will be provided
for all those interested.
The ACM is an organization
open to all computer science and
bu~iness majors. It seeks to

provide interaction between the
two groups so they will be better
able to cooperate in their various
fields after graduation.
The ACM, with a membership
of nearly 80 memhers. is headed
by the executive co~ncil. The
newly elected officers are Ralph
Mason, chairman; Chris Mercer
vice chairman; Olivia Mathieux'
secretary, and Dave · Wolking:
treasurer.
To insure equal representation
between both computer science
~nd
business majors, each
member of the executive council
must appoint an assistant from
the opposite major.
The ACM strives to present
members with an overall view of
the career they have chosen.

learned how the university and
legislative systems operate.
Juge contended FTU has real
potential and is the only state
four-year university that will
continue to grow and develop
new programs.
Even though the legislature is
pressuring Tallahassee to cut
down on new programs, FTU is
still able to start them. Judge
said these new programs are ·
essential for serving this area and
helping the university grow.
Jug e is now serving as
associate dean of the College of
Natural Sciences and is associate
professor of chemistry. Juge said
he is glad to be back in Orlando
and enjoys teaching more than
anything else.
Juge has been replaced _in
Tallahassee by another
representative from FTU, Dr.
Lawrence Tanzi, associate
professor of Humanities and
Fine .Arts, who will" return in
.two years.

·~

••

DRUG STORE

OVIEDO SHOPPING CENTER
OPEN 9 A.M. - 8 P.M. MON. - SAT.

-.

••••

Just a few minutes from F.T.U.

IAHA11£Rlwt

n+r,q

No Tricks!
We Always Aim. To Treat You Right!
We are here to serve yqur needs for
Better Health - Cosmetics - Beauty Aids.
Greeting Cards -- Photo Supplies - Gifts
Fountain Open 9 a.m. _ _:_ 6 p.m.
Phone 365-5601

**********************~**************************************
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SENATE RUN-OFF ELECTIONS
Monday, October 29

Village Center

:

lFREEBE
CONCERTI
#
Sponsored by Student Government

..
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.
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· · ·
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¥- in V C Assembly Room if it rains
NEED A JOB?
If you'd like to earn money
babysitting come by VC 216
and register with our

Babysitting Referral Service
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example of public relations in
action.
·
While teaching a class in mass
media and culture, Sheinkopf
invited students to choose
projects in which they had
specfal interest. Weintz, and avid
Beatie fan, chose tpe group as
his subject.
Sheinkopf, impressed by
WEintz's work, combined his
information on the McCartney
incident with Mark's analy()is of
the group and submitted it for
publication to the JOURNAL
OF POPULAR CULTURE.
The reviewer was impressed
by the article but felt it was
more suited to POPULAR

L

~

KENNETH SHEINKOPF

MUSIC AND SOCIETY. The
article will be published in one
of the coming issues of the
magazine.
Sheinkopf said he and Weintz
contributed equally to the
article. He said he feels the
success of the article shows that
students . and teachers can
cooperate in agreas of common
interest. Sheinkopf added, he
hopes to see more of this.

CampusGlance FTU H~al.th Services
Veterans requiring tutorial
assistance may obrain $50 per
month to pay for the service'
under a new nationwide policy
being adopted at FTU.
According to Ken Kennedy,
newly _ appointed veterans
counselor, as much as $450 in
federal tutorial assistance funds
may Qe utilized by each veteran.
To be eligible for the
assistance, four conditions must
be met: The veteran's professor
or department head must certify
the veteran is experiencing
difficulty with a course; the
veteran and his college must'
together find a suitable tutor;
personnel in the veteran's college
department must certify the
tutor's competency, and the
tutoring fee must be set and
approved by the college dean.

Cut

Radio Letter

Jay Underwood
President, Amateur Radio Club

Comptroller Joseph Gomez. Last
year the Health Service's budget
was $123,204. Neither figure
includes money being geJ.'.lerated
at the center by the sale of
medicines.
FTU'S Health Service has the
lowest medical service budget
among Florida's state
universities, said Stoner.
From the $34.50 Student
Activity and Service Fee, the
Health Service receives $6.11 per
student. This is the biggest
"piece of pie" allotted to any
service or organization on
campus according to Gomez.

Counseling and Referral
for related problems.
FREE Pregnancy testing

•••
•••
•

OPEN 9am · 6pm
Mon.· Fri.
CENTRAL FLORIDA BIRTH
CONTROL SERVICES
45 W. Central
425-5514

' CONTINUED....

A concert featuring "Miami", a
band from Sanford, will be
s p o n s o r e·d b y S t u d e n t
Government (SG) at the lake
Claire recreation area Sunday,
from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Students are to bring th_eir own
beverages and food to this free
concert. Weather permitting,
students may go swimming and

canoeing in Lake Claire. In case of
rain, the concert will be held in
the Multi Purpose Room.
During the summer, SG
sponsored a similar concert with
more than 800 attending. Hunter
Potts, SG vice president, said he
hopes there will be concerts like
these every quarter as long as
participation continues.

•

~~~~~-~~

~YOUR CAMPUS LUTHERAN CHURCIH

ft

INVITES YOUR ATTENDANCE

~ Christian Education Hour - Sunday 9: 15 a.m.

.ft
~

ft Worship Sunday 10:30 a.m. at Hope Lutheran Church!
ft

l

2600 N. Dean Road (Go West on FTU Blvd., then South
on Dean Rd.)
~Rev. Lance Netland of Lutheran Campus Ministry
Member of FTU United Campus Ministry
'2
.
678-2011
~~~~
)!~~-~~,;~1!:/~~~~~il

n

Casual Comfort
with a Western Flare ...

CONSIDER THE ADV.ff AGES OF WORKING
PART - TIME WITH UNITED PARCEL SERVICE

* STEADY EMPLOYMENT (YEAR ROUND)

* 5 DAY WORK WEEK (MON.-- FRI.)
* $3.60 PER HOUR TO START
* $3.75 PER HOUR AFTER 30 WORK DAYS
* $3.85 PER HOUR AFTER 60 WORK DAYS
* PAID VACATIONS AND HOLIDAYS

*

THRIFT PLAN (PROFIT SHARING AFTER 1 YEAR)

* CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

~·····················
BIRTH CONTROL
INFORMATION

..

,,,,I

PART•TIMI

(Continued from Page 4)

around the VC quadrant and
patio.
For these students with an
interest in amatuer radio (and
that does not mean only those
already licensed, we would like
to help interested students to get
licensed too) we meet at 11 a.m.
on Thursdays in EN 502. You
will usually find club members
there at other times when
WB4TC is being operated,
although not on a fixed
schedule. Come see us or call Jay ·
Underwood at 656-7204.

workzng Hours

Working within a budget cut
by $16,917 from last year, the
Student Health Center has
discontinued its 24-hour service.
This is the first year the Center
has been unable to retain the
around-the-clock schedule.
Dr. Edward Stoner, director
of Health Sercices, blamed the
1973-74 fiscal year budget cuts
for the loss pf the 24-hour
service.
The center is now open from
7 a.m. to l1 p.m.
The approved budget provides
$106,387 for Health Service
· operations, according to FTU's

.

'"

Free Rock Concert
Sponsored By SG

Paul McCartney:
Dead Or Alive?
The alleged death of Paul
McCartney and its effect upon
our society was the subject of an
article written by
communications professor
Kenneth G. Sheinkopf and FTU
graduate Mark R. Weintz.
The article, which has been
accepted for publication by
Popular Music and Society, is ap.
in depth study of how mass
media may be used effectively
for a public relations stunt.
Sheinkopf became interested
in the McCartney death hoax
while teaching public relations
and gathered information on it
in relation to its effect on our
society and used lt as an

. '' ~

I

~··

As an equal opportunity employer, United Parcel Service is
looking for ambitious workers to load, unload and sort small
parcels.
·
The hours of employment are:
FROM 4:30 AM TO 8:30 AM

Dickson-Jenkins, Panhandle Slim
and Mike Weber Originals
available at ....

FROM 12 NOON TO 3:30 PM
FROM 11 PM TO 2:30 AM

"Your LEVI'S® Headquarters"
APPLY IN PERSON AT: 6127 ANNO AVE. BETWEEN
9AM TO 5 PM. IF VETERAN, BRING FORM DD214 .

119 E. Morse Blvd., Winter Park. Ph. 645-1199
Open: 10-6 Mon.· Sat.; Fri. 'til 8 P.M.

...........................................................................

•
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Engineering Group
Flies To Regional
Members and advisors of the
FTU Florida Engineering
Society (FES) Student Chapter
left by private aircraft recently
to attend the Southeastern
Regional Student Chapter
meeting of the National Society
of Professional Engineers.

OFFICERS AND ADVISORS of the Fla.
Engineering Society attended a NSPE
meeting in Nashvil1e recently. From left to

right are Dan Crosby, Henry Popkin, Tom
Williams, Leo Broshe, Dr. Wall, and Dr.
Doering.

"How to Improve
Professionalism in Engineering" ·
was the subject of the
conference which is held
annually and was attended this
year .by 19 colleges from the

states of Tennessee, North and
South Carolina, Alabama,
Georgia and Florida.
The public is invited to hear
Mr. Lent who spoke at the
conference and will be speaking
at this week's chapter meeting of
FES on Tuesday at 11 a.m. in
EN 360 on the subject of
professional engineering.

Village Center Announces Programs
PING PONG

LOST AND FOUND

ping pong tournament,
complete with trophies for the
winner, first and second
runner-ups, will be held in the
Village Center (VC) same room
Nov. 5-16.
Sign up for the tournament is at
the VC main desk until
Wednesday. Registration costs
$1. The trophies will be on
display in the game room before
and during the tournament.
A

The Village Center main desk
has b e en designated as
headquarters for lost and found
articles.
The department requests
students, faculty and staff to
bring all articles found to the
main desk and those persons
losing things to fill out a claim slip
so they can be notified when their
article is turned in. For more
information call 275-2611.

• A Degree Program Qualifying Graduates For Calif. Bar Exam

• 5 Min. From Downtown Los Angeles In ~ Suburban Community
•Enrollment Now Being Accepted For March Tenn
• Inquiries Are Invited By The Dean Of Admissions:

GLENDALE COLLEGE OF LAW
220 NO. GLENDALE AVE
GLENDALE, CA. 91206

(213) 247-0770

ALAFAYA TRAIL APARTffiENTS
WHERE THE ACTION IS
JUST COMPLETED
136 Furnished and Unfurnished Apartments.
LIVE in a truly modern complex!
Tennis Cm.~rts, Volley Ball, Basketball, Pool, Recreation
Room, Fishing Lake, Laundry Rooms, Security Service.

I MILE SOUTH OF FTU ENTRANCE
OPEN FOR INSPECTION 9-6 275-8950

COURSES

·

The Village Center (VC) will be
offering bridge and karate lessons
during winter quarter . . All
interested students are asked to
sign up at the vc main desk Nov.
26-30. Times and places will be
announced. ·
Candle classes will be held
again this year on Wednesday
nights in the VC craft room

(219). FTU student Robert Van
Etten will be the class instructor.
Sign up for the classes is at
the VC main desk until Tuesday.
A $4 fee should bypaid at time
of registration or at the
preliminary meeting to be held
on Wednesday.
This fee will cover expenses
for eqmpment
·
sueh as molds,
colors an d w1c
· k s. Cl asses start
b etw een 6 : 30 p.m. an d 7 p.m.

Mu~doCk

Stays Busy

CANDLE CLASSES

II

blitz the museum,
blow the jail,
blast the police station,
break the bank
and heist

The Hot Rock
TONIGHT AND TOMORROW NIGHT
8:30
VCAR

· A new cult from the
.
Caribbean.They bring back
the dead in a way too
frightening to believe.

!j

Mu rd o ck · d is ting u i s·h e d
himself in the PLC last summer
by attaining the highest average
in his senior class of 857
trainees. The PLC is the Marine's
version of ROTC.

A three-year commission with
the Marine Corps as a 2nd Lt.
aw a its Murdock after
graduation. While in the service
·he hopes to earn his Master's'
Degree and to join the Physical
Fitness Academy where
exercises are developed and
physical training programs are
formulated for the Marine
Corps.

George Segal a Co.

................. almost

Mike Murdock is a busy man.
He is the coordinator of Men's
Intramural Sports, president of
Tau Kappa Epsilon, an officer
trainee in the Marine's Platoon
Leader Corps (PLC) and an FTU
senior majoring in physical
education.

Two summer classes, taught a
year apart, are comparable to
book camp for a Marine enlister.
The rugged training whittled
Murdock's senior platoon from
40 to 18 candidates. Fifty per
cent of PLC grading stresses
academics and physical fitness
while the other 50 per cent
stresses leadership alone.

Robert Redford,

I

MIKE MURDOCK
Right now, though,
Murdock's time is spent running
from the intramural offic.e to
class. As men's. coordinator of
intramural sports, he finds FTU
has a higher percentage of ·
intramural participation than the
national average.

"We ;really have no trouble
getting people involved," he
said.
As the title coordinator
implies, Murdock must be
responsible for scheduling and
supervising games and making a
playing field, equipment and
sure referees are available.

SHIRLEY MacLAINE
"THE POSSESSION
OF JOEL DELANEY 11
'Next Wednesday, Friday and Saturda
:30
VCA

M i[itary VJP .

..

Visits FTU
Col. Peter D. Summer,
commandant of the southeast
area Air Force ROTC
detachments,
visit FTU
today.
Col. Summer, on his
semiannual visit, will be
appraising the university's
AFROTC detachment.
The colonel will survey
possible problems in recruiting,
the Flight Instruction Program,
activities of the Arnold Air
Society and the progress in the
establishment of an Angel Flight
at FTU.
Col. Summer is st.ationed at
Maxwell AFB, Ala.,
headquarters for all Air Force
ROTC detachments. He
commands the Florida area as
well as all detachments in Puerto
Rico, Tennessee, Alabama,
Georgia and Mississippi.

will

ANNOUNCING

FTU - ROLLINS SPECIALS
Every Friday Afternoon - T.G.J.F. (Thank Goodness Its Friday)
3:30 - 6:30 PM Drinks .50, Beer .25
Every Tuesday Night - F.E.W.M. (For_get Every Wednesday · Morning)
9:00 - 1:00 .50 Drinks .25 Beer

1/2 Price Greens Fees every day after 3:00 PM with ID card.
549 W. Par Ave~becween J -4 and Edgewater

,··******************
STONE .
!

!
!

BOOGIE
PALACE

!
!

*: · OPEN
llam - 2am.
*
Seven days a week.
*
* GOOD MUSIC-GOOD VIBES :
* FOOD and GAMES
*
* HAPPY HOUR BEER *
* Sp.m - 6pm. Daily lOc *
*
*
'****************
*one block · West of Alafaya Tr. on H wySO
'>
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SG: Vary Teacher Evals
The Faculty Senate
Instruction Committee
recommended each faculty
member select his own method
of obtaining the required
student evaluation of his
teaching effectiveness, said
Student Government (SG)
President Lee Constantine.
Stating the faculty is worried

about obtaining a standardized
form, Constantine said SG
members favor a form varying
according to the course involved.
'"8tudents want the right to
evaluate teachers on a student
basis ... we are their customers,''
Constantine said.
One evaluation method
considered by SG would have 10

questions, their nature
depending upon the type of
course and what college it is
offered.
One open ended question
concerning the instructor's
possibility for improvement
would be answered by students
and this information would be
retained by the instructor.

CLASSIFIEDS
personal

help-wanted

Jay-xxx
Happy Seven twice·- Sharon

.

services

.

All kinds of typing done. Call
Sharon Driscoll 834-0004.

TYPING: Students, teachers-- let
me do your typing. Fast,
accurate, reasonable rates. Phone
645-4581.

other
You pick green beans 8:30 til
sunset.
Cain
Farms. From
Orlando 1-4 North to 2nd Sanford
ex it (Riverfront) left on Orange
Blvd. 2 mi. at Adventure Camp on
Delaware. Ph. 323-0560 before
8:00 a.m~ & after 8:00 p.m.

Roommate needed by Nov. 1st.
Preferably someone with
interests in farts or Humaniti~s.
Apt. in Orlando. Single bdrm.
with twin beds. Worth seeing. Call
Ed 425-3675- 678-4828.
Female roommate to share one
bedroom apt. in Altamonte
Springs - $65/month plus 1/2
utilities -- furnished and roomy -Call Susan after 6 p.m. at
834-5425.

for rent
RIDGEWOOD VILLAGE -- New
2 bdrm, duplex apts. in quiet,
wooded setting.
Fully shag
carpeted with central heat/air.
Appliances
&
drapes are ·
furnished . Laundry in backyard
area. 4 mi. N . of F.T.U. entrance
at Mitchell Hammock Rd., in
Oviedo. $160 per month. Tel.
365-3721.

Representative needed!
Earn
$200.00+· each semester with
only a few hours work at the
beginning of the semester.

INTERNATIONAL
MARKETING SERVICE. 519
Glenrock Ave., Suite 203, Los
Angeles, f::A. 90024.

STUDENTS!
We have immediate openings for
both
full-time &
part-time
personnel. If you are interested in
learning work in food service,
housekeeping,
or food
prep<1ration, call us at 859-5900
ext. 12151. We will work your
schedµle around ours!
We, at the Carlton House, take
pride in our beautifu I Spanish
resort hotel, and we know you
will take pride in your work too.
Remember, that's The Carlton
House
Resort
Inn,
6515
International Drive, Orlando.

for sale
GE Portable stereo (Mustang)
with
detachable speakers.
Automatic 3-speed changer with
tone, balance, volume controls.
Good
condition. $30 Call
Marlene Richmond 671-2742
(after 2).

66 Plymouth Fury 111 fact air,
power steering and brakes. New
tune up. Very good condition.
73000 mi. 4 door White with red
interior. Clean $450.00 or best
offer 273-5755.
Pioneer receiver SX-424 6
months old. $145. Garrad
turntable 42M new complete
with base and cover $105. Call
273-8285 after 7:30 p.m.
Ludwig ·drum set, fender twin
reverb amplifier, fender bassman
speaker cabinet, . hohner electric
piano, plus microphones, stands
and
accessories. Call
(305)
365-6146.
.
Fiat 128 1972 Gets 26 mpg. In
great shape, red with black
interior, 4-speed. Take over loan
approximately $1390. Call
Woody at 851-4432 or 273-5919.
8x40 Vagabond trailer, $1600,
air cond. furnished, outdoor
shed, covered patio, very good
condition, call 568-2034 or write
John, 1579 Genie St., Orin.
32807.
1963 VOLVO 5445 Sport B-18
Engine cruises to tune of 30
m.p{gal!
BRAND NEW
ENG NE·- 650 mi. old. New
Tires. Collector's item. Super
shape. Must sell-deluged with .
debts. $735. Must see to
appreciate. Call Craig 859-0359.
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-The Jatest stytes for: DOCTORS •. NURSES • ~AREER APPAREL

. . •-BARBERS • BEAUTICIANS.• WAITRESSES .• VOLUNTEERS
·.PARA PROFESSIONALS • DOMESTICS •TECHNICIANS

L

111.

, /}/_.,II~ ~ ==flA.32707• ~

,~.~,~-inc. 305/67~75 ~ ~ .. --~

~Discount Available with FTU ID card~~

COLLEGE COURT
APARTMENTS
HAS IT ALL
2 of Ev8ry Thing

•

Pools - Tennis Courts
.
VolleyballCou rts - Basketball Courts
Game Rooms - Laundrys
.

BRAND NEW
Free Meeting Rooms and. other extras for
Resident Sororities & Fraternities

•

CALL 273-5610

1963 Black Oldsmobile Starfire,
air conditioner, power brakes,
power steering. MOTOR IN
GOOD CONDITION. $250.00.
Call ext. 2341. Prescott.

FURNITURE: NEW & USED
Plastic-coated spool tables our
specialty. Dinettes $29.95 up-,
springs & mattresses $29.95 up,
armoires & door chests $89.95.
Garage sale prices are yours by
visiting us today at: College Park
New & Used Furniture -- 2804
Edgewater Dr. 423-3556.

DON'T GET RIPPED-OFF ! !
ST.OP ·tN AND SEE US
fOR YOUR MUSIC NEEDS

MUSIC,SHACK
PANASONIC - CRAIG - LEAR JET
- GIBSON - HOFNER - FENDER 'EPIPHONE
RECORDS - TAPES - STEREO
GUITARS - DRUMS - SHEET MUSIC
ALL RELATED ACCESSORY ITEMS
•YOUR LOCAL MUSIC SUPPLIER •
- BUTLER PLAZA 1429 E. SEMORAN BLVD.
CASSELBERRY , FLORIDA
§78- 1765
32707

,,

FTU students are invited to
make the BACK DOOR their ·
entertainment night spot ·
Monday is "Guys and Dolls
Night", drinks for the girls
just$ .50; Thursday , get
all the free pizza you can eat
with a cocktail or a beer.....
Students are invited to drop
by the BACK DOOR any
time before 9PM for entertainment and drinks for
just$. 75.
(Located just around the
corner from Rollins behind the Beefy King.)
COME AS YOU ARE
(within reason. please.)
THE BEEFY KING
Beer, Wine. and Sandwiches.
(A round th e comer from
Rollins in front of The
Back Door)'

Great
ID~ic &Daneina
'rOiiru:r
c:orner.. ~
next 1o reatlix_pedat-

-1ons
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FTU Meets 'The Miracle Worker'
"The Miracle Worker" a
dramatization of Helen Keller's
life, will open Nov. 1 in the
University Theater (SCA UD).

The play will be the first
production this year by the FTU
University Theater.
William Gibson's play tells of
Helen Keller's breakthrough
from her crippling handicaps to
her initial contact with the
outside world.
In achieving this she is aided
by one of history's greatest
womne, Annie Sullivan. From
these unlikely elements Gibson
has fashioned a play of deep
compassion, unsentimental
pathos and humor.
"IT could have been so very
sticky," wrote English critic
Kenneth Tynan, "had author
Gibson ever aJlowed himself or
his subjects the slightest attempt
at sentimentality.
Fortunately he avoided· this,
and the theatergoer is the richer
for it. Instead, what we have in

CAROL WILDE
AS HELEN KELLER

"The Miracle Worker'' is a
triumph of strength - the
strength of love."
Directed by Frances Johnson,
the cast of "the Miracle Worker"
includes Barbarella Benn as
Annie Sullivan, Carol Wilde as
Heine, and Bill Griffith and
Dena Perlowich as her parents.
Others in the cast are Denis
Long, Larry Turner, Gracia
MulJer, Jim Jolly, George
Wilson, a~d Priscilla Roundtree.
THE SET, designed by
Richard Belcher, fs an
impressionistic rendering of the
Keller home. "The setting is
suggestive," said Belcher, "rather
than ' literal. The late 19th
century elements are represented
by some wonderful antique
furnishings we were lucky
enough to get from a local
antique dealer."

Heather Pastore, technical
assistant (costumes) for the
University Theater, came to
FTU from Brevard Community
College where she was involved
with thetheatrical costuming.
"fm excited by "The Miracle
Worker," she said. "The
costumes can make such a
contribution to the realism of
the situation."
"THE MIRACLE WORKER"
will have three 8: 30 p.m.
performances on Nov. 1, 2 and
3. Performances are free to all
FTU students upon presentation
of ID . cards. Other students will
be charged $1 and general
admission is $1.50. No
reservations are necessary, but
the public is encouraged to arrive
at the theater by 8 p.m. for the
8: 30 curtain.

Ju.NOE ·~-=
YCLI
WORKS =-~~1·
12'31 N. QWGE AW.. , ORl.AfitOO 423- 72

Activity Calendar
FRIDAY, OCT. 26
VC Popular Entertainment
Nostalgia of the Fifties Dance
Movie: "The Hot Rock"

3-4 p.m.
8:30 a.m.
8:30 p.m.

VC Lecture Committee
Christian Fellowship
Chess Club
RHA-" FTU House of
Horrors"

vc 200

MPR .
VCAR

8:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 31

SATURDAY, OCT. 27

Chess Simultaneous
United Campus Ministry
VC Performing Arts
LXA Associate Members
Movie: "The Possession of
Jeol Delaney"
'

Dept. of Music: FCMEA
meeting
Movie: "The Hot Rock"

9 a.m.-5 p.m.
8:30 p.m.

VCAR B&C
VCAR

SUNDAY, OCT. 28
Folk Mass
TKE
KS

VC TV room
EN 360
EN 108, 109
110,121

MONDAY, OCT. 29
Brevard Resident Orientation
VC Interdisciplinary
AXO
Tyes
Tri Delta
LXA

4-5 p.m.
5-6:30 p.m.
6-10 p.m.

VC200
LB239
VC200

8p.m.

A Dorm

HEADQ"ARTER~Fott

-EVERYTHIN_G

9-11 a.m.
11 a.m.-noon
5:30-10 p.m.
6-8 p.m.
6-8:30 p.m.
6't30-9 p.m.

MPR
VC200
VC211
VC200
EN203
VCAR-C

VC Lecture Series: "Everything
You Always Wanted to Know
About Life"
Amateur Radio Club
Black Student Union
Campus Ministry (Baptist)
American Marketing hsociation
VC Recreation
Future Marketer's Club
Christian Fellowship
Panhellenic Council
Play: "The Miracle Worker"

PHOTOr.RA.PHIC! !

~~nt }1arubise
INTERNATIONAL CAMERA CO~!',
SALES- seqv1c"-RENTALS

10 a.m.-3 p.m.
1.0 a.m.-3 p.m.
4-5 p.m.
7-9 p.m.

VC Patio
VC Gallery
VC200
VC214

8:30 p.m.

VCAR

AGFA -GEVAFRT
BOLEX

NIZO
BROWN
ELUMIC
KONICA
MINOLTA .
MINOX
NIKON

CENTURY l ENS
DU KANE
KON I -OMEGA

DURST -IND
F=OTORITE
PENTA;i<
BELL al HOWELL

OSCAR FISHER
POLAR.010
ROLLE I FLEX

MICROSCOPES

GR AFLEX

THURSDAY, NOV. 1
lOa.m.
6-10 p.m.
6: 30-10 p.qi.

BARBARELLA BENN
AS ANNIE SULLIVAN

YASHICA
ZEISS
MAMiYA

MON!YWELL
HASS~L.BLAO
KODA~

BINOCULARS
LEICA

LINHOF
GOSSEN

11 a.m.-noon
11 a.m.-noon
11 a.m.-noon
11 a.m.-noon
11 a.m.-noon
11 a.m.-noon
11 a.m.-noon
5-6: 30 p.m.
6: 30-9 p.m.
8: 30 p.m.

MPR
EN 502
LB210
AD 111
GCB 224
VC200
VC Dining Room
LB239
VC200
SCAUD

RENTAL S•RVICE: We H•v• It
Av•ll9bl• At
Prices
.
REPAIRING: F•ctory Tre"tned
Tec:hnlclHS Ott flreft'.liHS. l!K.-rt

•••NMbl•

Prompt Ser"lce

PHOTO FINISHING: ....... GNllty
Color & atac:k & White • Ho Greater
Cost
BUDGET •·. YH: CNr;,e It .. Easj

Payment Terms. ..nkAm•lcard Master Chilrwe • Uni-Card
.
STILL, MOVIE . .. SOUND l!QUIP.IJOR RENT

I OR 16 M.M. M OVt• CAMER.

TUESDAY, OCT. 30

DEVELOPMENTAL
CENTER

VC Lecture Series: ·
"Everything You Always Wanted
11 a.m.-noon
to Know About Life"
Delta Sigma Pi
11 a.m.-noon
11 a.m.-noon
Campus Ministry (Baptist)
Phi Chi Theta
11 a.m.-noon
11 a.m.-nnon
Accounting Club
11 a.m.-noon
Chemistry Club·
LAE
11 a.m.-nool)
11 a.m.· noon
IFC
11 a.m.-noon
Intramurals
Intramural Coed Tennis Captains
Meeting
11 a.m. -noon
ATO Little Sisters
11 a.m.-noon
SG Staff Meeting
11 a.m.-noon
VC Creative Arts
1-2 p.m.
VC Publicity Committee
4-5 p.m.

SG Studies
Diplomas
Currently looking into the
diploma policy change, Student
Government (SG) is in the
process of contacting other
universities to determine their
diploma policies, said SG
President Lee Constantine.
It appears that most
universities do not list majors on
their diplomas. However,
Constantine asked, "Since
money is not the problem and
since 'Accent on the Individual'
is our motto, why would they
change the diploma policy?"
Constantine said he feels the
overall student body does not
want the elimination of majors
on diplomas and added he
certainly felt double and triple
m aiors deserved more
recognition.

VC Green
LB 233, 239
AD 111
GCB 110
GCB 216
SC 115
EN 110
LB 210
vc 200
VC201
VC214
VC211
vc 200
vc 140

The Developmental Center
provides individualized
counseling services to students
to assist them in career choice
and/or personal concerns.
These services include being
able to confidentially discuss
your concerns with a
professional counselor, taking
tests and dis cussing their
meaning to you, reviewing career
information and discussing how
to overcome personal problems.
If you have questions
regarding the Developmental
Center, call 2811.

fture
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HAS
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ZERO 100c

lust a hop, skip and
jump 1rom FTU! ·

A
I - ZERO IOOc
209.95
I - WBMk II Wood Tone Base
19.95
6.95
1 - DC - 2 Plexiglass Dust Cover
1 - SHURE M9 I ED Magnetic Cartridge54.95

CITIZENS
,_, ,.
BANK OF OVIEDO·;·
Phone 365-3272

Member FDIC

Oviedo, Fla.

Reg: 291.80
OUR PRICE
209.95
Complete
Semoran Shopping Center
339 Park Avenue South
Highway 436 at Aloma
647-4962
678-3400
FREE! ONE BLANK CASSETTE
WITH THIS AD (LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER)
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FTU Faces Florida Southern Saturday, Stetson Tuesday

Knights Fall To Eckerd In 2nd Half, 3-1
By Larry Mccorkle

In probably FTU's most
important soccer game in the
school's history, two quick
second half goals by Eckerd
lifted the St. Petersburg college
over a youthful FTU squad, 3-1,
last Tuesday on campus.
A crowd of about 200
people
watched Eckerd,
formerly Florida Presbyterian,
jump out to a 1-0 lead midway
through the first half, on a shot
by Martin Bremer, a foreign
exchange student from
Germany. Bremer, who had
scored all three goals in Eckerd's
3-2 win over Rollins, came into
the game with such a respected
reputation that Coach Jim Rudy
assigned one man to stay with
him.
BREY ARNN was picked as
the man for the job, and indeed,
Arnn did quite a job. Time and
time again Eckerd tried to feed
their big gun the ball but .Arnn
and fell ow fullbacks Tony Smith
and Don Brown were there to
stop any advance. On the scoring
play, Bremer received the ball at
about midfield, slipped past two
sliding tackles by .Arnn and
Brown, dribbled down the
sideline, dribbled left against the
grain, and amazingly slipped past
sliding tackle attempts by Arnn
and Brown again.
He then quickly slapped the
ball into the left corner of the
goal for the first score. After
that Bremer hardly saw the ball
the rest of the afternoon, but
the damage was done, and
Ec~erd led, 1-0.
FTU retaliated later in the
first half. A chip shot by Don
Brown was headed in by Charlie
(Boom Boom) Campbell on a
fine effort as he leaped over two
defenders.
WITH THE aid of the wind,
FTU contr~lled the first half.
Even by the game's conclusion,
FTU was ahead of Eckerd in
shots on goal by a 16-10 margin.
Excellent mid.field play by Bob
Steadman was also responsible
for FTU's first half domination.
Steadman was all over the
field--shooting, passing, heading,
flying through the air. But his
Douglas Fairbanks maneuvers
were in vain.
In the second half, Eckerd
controlled the ball and slipped
two goals by FTU goalie
Winston Dubose to wind up the
scoring.
· Perhaps it was the wind.
Perhaps FTU simply lost its

poise. But the Knights did not
play the second half as well as
the first half. "Eckerd made an
admustment at half," said a
disappointed Rudy after the
game. "But I thought we could
handle it."
THE "A.DJUSTMENT" wa,s
the oldest in the book, according
to Rudy. Bremer, the man being

guarded by .Arnn, was moved to
halfback thus taking .Arnn with
him. This left the middle
somewhat more open, and
ultimately probably led to the
scoring opportunities.
The loss for FTU was a bitter
blow, especially for a 1 team so
loaded with young freshman and
sophomores. Many of these

players had hoped to beat
Eckerd because they had beaten
Rollins. .And according to Rudy,
the soccer players, desperately
striving for public acceptance,
wanted badly to be considered
with the Rollins and the Florida
Southerns.
After the game it was harder
to decide if Rudy was more

,
MJu.nt;LDER BOB Steadman, FTU's
all-time scoring and assist leader, out of
enemy territory and heads downfield closely
pursued by an Eckerd defender in Tuesday's

3-1 loss as Don Brown, left, and Dennis
Jessen stay alert on defense. (Photo by Jim
Matthews)

disappointed or confused.
"Overall, I thought we played a
better game," said Rudy. "We
did things today, though, that
we've never done before," said
·the befuddled coach.
"PSYCHOLOGICALLY, we
were ready for it. But I don't
think we prepared for it
properly. The FIT game didn't
help either," Rudy added.
FT U played FIT last
Saturday in very wet conditions.
In what was supposed to be a
rather easy win, FTU had to
scrap to win 1-0. Freshman Rob
McDougald talliedthe lone goal
midway through the second half.
FTU Goalie Dave Black handled
15 saves en route to recording
his first shutout of the season.
As disappointed as ; Rudy
was after game, the sprite former
Rollins soccer star rebounded in
the typical, enthusiastic Rudy
fashion. "But we shall rise
again," he added as he pointed
to this Saturday's away game ·
with Florida Southern.
Southern · is 8-3-1. Alan
Grossman, a forward for the
Lakeland school, is the state's
leading scorer with 21 goals in
those 12 games. "This is another
crucial game," said Rudy. The
game is . slated for 2 p.m. in
Lakeland.
NEXT TUESDAY, FTU will
host Stetson. Game time is 3: 30
p.m.

TKE Comeback Topples AYO, 19-14
By Fred Cay

What had seemed to be a
continuing dynasty in men's flag
football came to an apparent
halt Monday afternoon in a
classic struggle between the two
oldest fraternity rivals on
campus.
Overcoming a 14-0 deficit,
Tau Kappa Epsilon stunned old
nemesis .Alpha Tau Omega
19-14. It had been three years
since anybody had stopped ATO
in football, and for TKE it was a
first after four straight losses to
the frat which had been pegged
as this year's team to beat in
pre-season.
An upset then? Not really.
These two stacked up as just
about even before the battle and
would if they played again.
BUT the way they won had to
make it doubly satisfying for
TKE while blowing a sizable lead

made it particularly tough for
ATO to swallow.
IT would be premature to
write off .ATO just yet, though.
One of the big games still
remains, the TKE-Lambda Chi
. Alpha contest on Monday, and
the possibility of a three-way tie
in the league still exists. LXA
has lost only two .ATO and a win
over TKE would necessitate a
three-way playoff.
To the surprise of most, ATO
jumped out in high gear in
Monday's game and threatened·
to make this much anticipa.ted
clash an early runaway. Jim
Pietkiewicz looked unstoppable,
completing his first six passes
leading his team to the early
14-0 lead.
TKE SCORED once before
the half but a missed extra po~nt
put TKE in the not too enviable
spot of needing two scores,
while shutting off ATO, to win

the game.

And yet that's just what TKE
proceeded to do. Mark Denno,
in his finest hour of four years as
TKE quarterback, ran for one
score and threw to Mike
Murdock for the clincher. ·Denno
completed 14 of 21 passes,
including 11 of his last 13.
But unquestionably it was the
TKE defense which came up
with the big plays to turn things
around. The big turning point,
both sides agreed later, occurred
early in the second half when
ATO was on its own 19, one
yard shy of the first down.
PIETKIEWICZ lobbed one
over the onrushing Dale Wise
into the waiting arms of TKE
cornerback Howie Vandewater.
It was the first of three crucial
interceptions by Vandewater,
who returned it to the 12. From
there Denno dropped back to

pass, spotted an open lane down
the left side and sprinted for the
score. The extra point throw to
Larry Mccorkle narrowed it to
14-13.
On the second play after the
kickoff, Pietkiewicz was again
picked off by Vandewater at
mid-field.
Penalties moved the ball back
to the TKE 23 but then a
leaping grab of Denno's pass by
Mack McClendon in front of the
ATO cheering section set up a
first down at the .ATO 28 . .After
two short completions to
Vandewater and McClendon,
Denno found Murdock wide
open at the goal for the winning
TD.
A final Pietkiewicz
desperation toss was picked off
by Vandewater as the horn
sounded ending the dramatic
comeback effort.

Netters Face Ja-x In Home Match
FTU's tennis squad will face
Jacksonville in a rematch on
campus Thursday afternoon at
2: 30 p.m. It is the only home
match scheduled for the fall
portion of the Knights' schedule.
Jacksonville trimmed FTU,
5-4, in Jacksonville Oct. 17. The
Knight's no. 1 player, Octavio
Piva easily won his match 6-0
and 6-2, while no. 2 Mike
Dezeeuw and no. 3 Joe Lucci
also won their matches in
straight sets.
Lone doubles winners for
FTU were the no. 2 team of Piva
and Nathan Smith.
The eight players on this
year's team are currently
involved in round-robin matches
to determine final starting
positions. Two of the seven
rounds have been completed.
Today's matches will be Piva
vs. Mike Walker and Emilio
Salim vs. Smith to wind up
round three. Monday it will be
Dezeeuw vs. Smith and Trevor
Graham vs. Walker.
Tuesday Howard faces Piva
and Lucci battles Salim.

Wednesday, the day before the
Jax match it will be Dezeeuw vs.
Walker and Graham vs. Piva. ·

Horvath~ s Hitting

Paces Fall League
Jim Horvath ranks as the
leading hitter and Mike Pulling
the top pitcher after three weeks
of FTU's fall league baseball.
The team stands 4-5 as of
Tuesday. Games are played
Mondays, Wednesdays and
Saturdays with most at Tinker
Field.
Shortstop Horvath, who "has
come a long way since last
year," according to Coach Doug
Holmquist, is batting .400 with
six runs scored and seven RBI's.
Pulling has a 1-0 record and 0.98
earned run average. Pete
MacLauchlin is 2-1 with a 2.03
ERA while Steve Hargest is 1-1
and 1.93.
Team captain Dave String is
hitting .350 with six RBrs.

TKE QUARTERBACK Mark Denno flips
a quick pass out to receiver breaking
downfield against ATO Monday. Denno . .

used the short pass effectively to lead his
team to a 19-14 triumph. (Photo by Jim
Matthews)
.
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• Big Interception Turns Tide For TKE

;id·

ATO 4th Down Pass Proves Costly
By Fred Cay

Hours after the big game had
ended, one pivotal play was still
fresh in the minds of
participants from both sides in
TKE's 19-14 win over .ATO.
"That play early in the
second half when we had
4th -and-one at our own 19 and
~ threw an · interception was the
turning point," recalled ATO
coach Mark Stockwell. "I knew
if I sent (Bob) Matousek in to
punt that Jim (Pietkiewicz)
would send him back out and go
for the first down anyway."
PIETKIEWICZ NODDED
agreement at Stockwell's
remark. "I would have gone for
the first even if Mark had sent
Bob in. It was a mistake and
probably cost us the game. If we
punted they would have had to
go a lot further for the TD
instead of being inside our 20."
..
After Howie Vandewater
picked off the short lob pass,
quarterback Mark Denno ran 12
yards for the score which cut the
margin to a bare one point -14-13 -- and sent TKE on its way
to victory.
"We just didn't play well in
the second half like we did at
the start," continued Stockwell,
who was himself the ATO
quarterback a couple years back.
"I don't·think we let up, really.
But we did realize at halftime
that they had to score twice to

beat us and we didn't feel they
could do that."
"THAT'S THE first time
we've scored first in a big game
that I can remember " Stockwell
added. "Then we sc~re the first
two and still lose."

"We sent (Larry) Mccorkle on a
post pattern while Mike did a
slant out, then up the sideline
and back toward the ' middle."
McCorkle drew off the safety
leaving Murdock open in the
middle for the TD.
The main part of TKE's
offensive strategy consisted of
throwing short to the guards and
"working on the cornerbacks
since they were playing wide,"
according to Denno. "I
particularly tried to keep from
throwing into (Greg) Gavel's
zone, too." ·
"We had good blocking, too,"
he· added. "Their rush didn't get
me unless I rolled out."

.·
I
~.

ff

Editor's Note: This column was not going to be run this
year, but partly due to demands from the reading public
and mosttv from a shortage of readable copy, dire necessity
dictates that J go against my better ju~gmtbenallt and use tht1h·s.
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VANDEWATER, POSSIBLY
· the league's best cornetback and
undoubtedly TKE's no. 1 hero
on a big day, wouldn't accept all
the credit for his three
interceptions.

HOWIE VANDEWATER

~

ft

I

~

"They were caused by a good
rush," he stated. "I'm sure that
first one was the turning point.
Dale Wise put a good rush on
him (Pietkiewicz) and he had to
lob it over Dale's head--this gave
me a chance to pick it off."

ft
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LXA Tackles TKE; Tyes WI n .V- Ba.11 'I
I
Ift
*
I

One more big game remains
in the flag football fraternity
league--Monday's battle of
front-runner Tau Kappa Epsilon
and contender Lambda Chi
Alpha. An LXA win would
throw things into a three-way tie
among TKE, ATO and LXA. A
TKE. win wo-µld send the frat
into the · Nov. 6 campus
championship.

Stockwell credited Denno for
the second-half comeback. "tie
really called a good game," he
commented.
Denno himself credited a
teammate and long-time friend
for calling the winning play,
though.
"MIKE MURDOCK called
· that play," Denno pointed out.

LXA's fine corps of receivers
led by Randy Blankenship,
league scoring leader, and Lewis
Jones and Joe Desalvo pose the
main threat · to TKE's stalwart
defense.

LXA WARMED up with a '
34-13 win over Kappa Sigma
Monday. Also Monday, Sigma
Sigma Chi beat Pi Kappa Alpha

~

Vandewater now . has five
interceptions in a little over one
ballgame· on defense. He has
primarily concentrated on
offens•e this year, playing center.

~

26-0 and Sigma .Alpha Epsilon
blanked Chi Phi 27-0.
On the independent side, the
Bombers and Mafia continued to
roll undefeated to the Nov. 5
playoff game which will be
previewed next week_

***

~

*

The undefeated Tyes clinched
the women's volleyball
championship Tuesday with a
convincing 15-6, 15-6 sweep of
Crew Team. On Monday
Tri-Delta edged the Bookies

15-3,15-11,15-12tonaildown
second
with a 5-1 mark.

1

Midway through the collegiate 100
. season,
e
normal football elite, meaning, the Southern Cal's, the
.Alabama's the Notre Dame's, et all, are still among the
nation's big winners.
In Florida, the Gators had been picked by a predominant
girlie magazine to go 11-0, but as usual in Gainesville, where
people are rocking out to the new hit "Goodbye Dickey,"
the Gators have been trying their darndest to keep up with
the Joneses...meaning, of course, Coach Larry Jones of
Florida State whose Seminoles have played between
mediocre and sickening football all year.
Thank God for the Miami Hurricanes. Their win over
Texas and 24-20 loss to Oklahoma h¥ left the state with
some respectability.
THIS week Florida has an open date, so they probably
will not lose. We predict a nip and tuck battle, though.
Florida State has its hands full with San Dieg9 State this
weekend. Ironically, both these teams have deep rooted
traditions with the forward pass, but both are now having
trouble putting points on the board this year_ San Diego
State has thrown less this year and has run more from the
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HEAD COACH Gerry Gergley shows e st
as ways
to control his larger assistant John Rouse when he gets out
of hand. FTU's wrestling squad, under the direction of
Gergley and Rouse, is in its second week of practice for
the season starting Nov. 24. (Photo by Jim Matthews)
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Florida State looks to Hodges Mitchell and a sophomore
from Lake Worth named Bobby McKinnon. McKinnon
broke loose for a 74-yard TD run against Memphis State.
Mark Orlando now quarterbacks the FSU offense. Our
picks (Fred's first) 17-10; 17-13, both in favor of San Diego
State.
MIAMI had played outstanding football until it ran into
the Houston Veer-offense. Running back Woody Thompson
and a strong defense led by Tony Cristiani and Rubin
Carter (6-3, 255, 4.7 in 40) are the Hurricane strong points.
Our picks, Miami over Syracuse by 34-7 and 31-10.
The big game of the week is of course the Notre Dame Southern California game: The tradition at South Bend,
plus running backs Art Best and Eric Penick and
quarterback Tom Clements, may prove too much for the
mighty Trojans to handle.
ON THE other hand, Southern Cal has a strong defense
anchored by linebacker Richard Wood and safety .Artimus
Parker, and a fairly good running back named Anthony
Davis. Fred says Southern Cal by 24-16; Larry thinks Notre
Dame and the Gipper b.y 17-14.
And other predictions (Fred picking first): Missouri a,t
Colorado (20-17 Colorado; 20-9 Missouri), .Auburn at
Ho'uston (Houston by 20-13; 28-10); Kentucky at Georgia
(Georgia by 17-10 and 17-7); Georgia Tech at Tulane
(Tulane by 20-16 and 24-20); Vanderbilt at Ole Miss (Ole
Miss by 14-7; Vandy by 20-16); Navy at Pittsburgh (Pitt by
24-7; N.avy 25-22); Texas El Paso at Colorado State (El
Paso by 0 to -7; can't be a winner); and Somewhere over
the Rainbow.
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FTU'S Weightlifting team,
which will host the Florida Open
Weightlifting Championships
Nov. 3, still is looking for new
members in all weight classes.
The weightlifting team,
second in the 197 3 Nationals,
will bost the meet in the VilJage
Center Assembly Room. To
competition, sanctioned by the
Florida .Association of the AAU,
will consist of two Olympic lifts,
the snatch and the clean and
jerk.
Interested students should
contact John Milburn at
671-500 or Harvey Newton at P.
o_ Box 1101, Winter Park, Fla.,
32789.
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IN THE WOMEN'S raquetball
tourney, Tri-Delta's team of
Claudia McGee and Jo
McLemore beat the the
Independents' J. J. Eller and ~
Maria Mora. Tri-Delta will play ~
Tyes' Liza Young and Linda
Stout for the title Monday at 4 ~·
p.m.
~
Coed tennis doubles' entry ~
deadline is Monday with play ~
beginning Wednesday. Coed ·
volleyball play also starts
Monday.

More Men
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Follow the continuing adventures of !
it Jack Flanders as he travels th~ough.
it North Africa in search of the good life.
-it "Moon over Morocco" is heard every!
it day at 4: 00 on WFTU radio, 640 AM.
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~Who

said radio drama died in the 40's?*
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Placenientt

FTU Ranks Fifth
In Enrollment

The Student Placement Center has announced this November
Recruiting Schedule. Seniors who have not registered with the
Center should do so now to take advantage of the on-campus
recruiting program. Those who are registered may sign up for
interviews in ADM 225.
DATE INTERVIEWING
Thursday, Nov. 1

ORGANIZATION

INTERESTED IN·

Accountants
All majors
Southern Railway System Marketing majors
Friday, Nov. 2
and all eng.
majors
State Life Insurance Co. All majors
Monday, Nov. 5
Connecticut Mutual Life
Tuesday, Nov. 6
All Majors
Ins. Co.
Engr. mechanics
FMC Corporation
& mech. engrs.
Accountants
Wednesday, Nov. 7 Roy Seckinger, CPA
Mathematics
Thursday, Nov. 8
North Electric Co.
majors engr.,
mathematics &
computer
systems major
and electrical
engineering
maj9rs
All majors
Bonanza Restaurant
Math, engr.
North Electric Co.
Friday, Nov. 9
math & comp.
systems, and
electrical engr.
majors
Laventhol, Krekstein
Accountants
& Horwath
All majors
Tuesday, Nov. 13
Xerox
Accountants
Price Waterhouse
Business Admin.,
CNA/Insurance
accounting &
computer
science majqrs
Action/Peace Corps/
All majors
Vista
Wednesday, Nov. 14 First National Bank
All business
of Miami
majors
Action/Peace Corps/
All majors
Vista
All majors
Thursday, Nov. 15 MdDonald's
Accounting
Friday, Nov. 16
Ernst & Ernst
majors
Southern Bell Telephone Civil Engr.,
Monday, Nov. 19
Mech. engr.,
Co.
electrical enl:?f .,
computer
science, math,
physics and
business majors
Business admin.,
The Bibb Company
management
psychology &
industrial engr.
majors
All majors
Burdine's
Tuesday, Nov. 20
Southern Bell Telephone Same majors as
shown Nov. 19
Co.
Lib_erty Mutual Ins. Co.
All majors .

exceed the
estimate.

Preliminary enrollment figures
released Oct. 5 by the Florida
Board of Regents rank FTU fifth
in student enrollment after
University of Florida, Florida
State University, Uliversity of
South Florida and Florida
Institute University.

Arthur Anderson

IB. Air Force

BOR's

Although FTU's BOR
enrollment figures increased by
300 students in 1973, FTU still
dropped in BOR ranking from
fourth in 1972 to fifth this fall,
having been overtaken by Miami
based FTU.
The State Universutt System
has increased its population by
6.25 per cent - an increase of
nearly 6,000 students. The
. preliminary figures show
appro~imately 99,000 students
enrolled this fall quarter. Of that
number, 98,500 are expected to
be fee-payinJ? studen~.
The -BOR also a~nounced that
Marshall M. Criser of Palm Beach
will leave the vice chairmanship
to become · chairman of the
Regents. The new vice chairman
will be James J. Gardner of Fort
Lauderdale. Both men assumed
their respective positions this
month and will be elected to one
year terms in January.

The headcount represents
fee-paying, non-fee-paying and
continuing education students.
The BOR enrollment figure for
FTU is really an estimate, said
Dr. John R. Bolte, associate vice
president for academic affairs.
The BOR figures were
determined by combining an
FTU prediction of 7 ,200 fall
quarter students with last year's
number of continuing education
students.
According to the Office of
Academic Affairs, the actual
on-campus enrollment is 7 ,410,
not including continuing
education students. When their
number is derived and added,
FTU's total enrollment may

News In .rief
More than 2,000 American
students took · summer . jobs in
Europe and earned most ·of the
trip cost, as wen as money for
traveling once they were there.
All of the jobs paid standard
wages, and provided free room
and board.
Jobs, working permits, and
living accommodations issued on
a first come, first serve basis, are
arranged in advance by Student
Overseas Services (SOS), a
n o n - ·p r o f i t s t u d e n t . r u n
organization which has been in
operation for 14 years. The SOS
also provides a job orientation in
Europe.
Any student interested in a
winte~ or summer job in Europe
should obtain a copy Of the SOS
Handbook on earning your way

in Europe. The handbook
contains a job application form,
job listings and descriptions. To .
obtain more information,
contact SOS-Student Overseas
Services, Box 5173, Santa
Barbara, Calif., 93108.

In addition to these projects,
the pledge class will also plan
and arrange for their own
luncheon - initiation ceremonies.
The Arnold Air Society is the
social arm of the Air Force
ROTC program.
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. Brig. Gen. Robert M. White
A series of non-credit real
Squadron of the Arnold Air
estate courses are being planned
Society has accepted 20 new
for winter quarter, according to
pledges.
Dr. Ronald Newell, community
Wayne Mendez was selected
services coordinator.
as pledge captain, Mark Manship
These courses are designed
as pledge secretary and Susan
primarily for professional
Goode as pledge historian.
practitioners in the real estate
· The other pledges include
field, although Newell said they
Linda Bronson, Jeffery Cepuran,
are available to full-time
· Rick Dickinson, Christopher
students.
Everson, Gary Furbish, Dennis
"The real estate program is
Gillispie, Steve Hellwege,
intended to fill special needs for
Winifred Horne, Leslie Johnson,
professionals in this field. It is
Catherine Kane, David Karmer, · designed to upgrade the
Russell Lewey, George Nelson,
professional practitioners,"
Laurie Richardson, Dan Snyder,
Newell said.
Earl Taylor and David Tyson.
The pledge period will last
He said condominium
four and a half weeks, during
management, finance
which time the new pledges will
programming and shopping
be required to construct a
center management are among
suggestion . box, a set of mail
the subjects to be covered.
1 boxes for the ROTC cadet staff,
Newell is meeting with real
' a scrapbook and an Arnold Air
estate personnel to survey the
Society souvenir . booklet for
market and design courses for
each pledge.
the program.

Stabilo Color Combo Pen Sets
in Lithographed Boxes
No. 6805
No, 6810
No. 6815
No. 6820
No. 6830

Set of 5 Combo Pens
Set of 10 Combo Pens
Set of 15 Combo Pens
Set ~f 20 Combo Pen~
Set of 30 Combo Pens

... $ 2. 50
.•• $ 5.00
... $ 7.50
..• $ tO.O(J
... $'lS.OO

set
set
set
set
set

Art Department
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A TIME TO REFLECT -- An evening view
of the FTU Library reveals a light house of
knowledge and wisdom over the serene

7,700

geOrge stuart
Phone 843-7700

waters of the reflecting pool. (Photo by Ed
Burton)
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